
— Are you to get in at all? — 
— That's the first question, you know.

Lewis Caroll, Alice in Wonderland



The skin is a reflection of our health status, 
age, physical and psychological conditions. 
It mirrors time, our diet, stress, lifestyle, as 
well as the climate and environment we live 
in. And although no one speaks about it, 
we are judged by our appearance. If we feel 
attractive, we emanate self-confidence and 
charisma.

This is why a balanced skin care for the 
face and body aimed at the most effective 
prolongation of youth is our priority.

Quadrille Spa is the only area of our hotel 
where we do not use charms. This is a 
world created for Alice as a land of con-
scious individual choices and hard evi-
dence. We cannot fool the time but we can 
use it wisely to achieve permanent effects, 
regardless of whether our interest lies in 
cleansing, rejuvenation or simply getting 
some rest.

We’d like to encourage you to learn more 
about our offer and see what the other side 
of the mirror holds for you…
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step i: cleansing and exfoliation

In Quadrille Spa, cleansing and exfoliation constitute a basis of 
care, regeneration and a balanced approach to facial skin rejuvena-
tion in accordance with the slow ageing concept. We combine the 
newest technologies with traditional forms of skin exfoliation in 
order to create an offer of efficient treatments expertly tailored to 
individual needs.

All treatments in this group are applied on the skin of the face, 
neck and décolleté.

face
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hydrafacial sensitive – 
cleansing and extreme moisturizing

a hyaluronic acid complex for a dry and dehydrated skin, suscepti-
ble to discolouration.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 350 

hydrafacial intensive – 
double cleansing 

a combination of microdermabrasion and a chemical glycolic and 
salicylic peel aimed at intensive skin exfoliation and smoothing 
without causing irritation. Recommended for a problematic and 
acne-prone skin.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 400 

hydrafacial anti age –
cleansing and rejuvenation

an exfoliating treatment combined with the Dermabuilder serum 
with natural collagen. The skin matrix is regenerated which leads 
to improvement of its firmness and elasticity. An ideal option for 
regeneration of mature skin, an important element of a balanced 
slow ageing therapy.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 450 

selvert thermal urban response –
an efficient protection against pollution

The line is based on ingredients which reinforce the protective 
barrier and immune system. The treatment prevents premature skin 
ageing. It makes the skin look bright and healthy.

duration: 75 minutes price: pln 450  + cavitation peeling (additional 
15 minutes of treatment) price: pln 500 

hydrafacial 
a new generation of skin cleansing and regeneration

A unique combination of microdermabrasion – skin exfoliation 
and a simultaneous infusion of active substances and antioxidants 
adjusted to individual skin problems. The most suitable option can 
be chosen with the help of a therapist:
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step ii: balance and repair

Beauty comes from harmony. Exposed to external factors, every 
day our skin needs specific nutrients and specialist care suitable 
not only for our age and skin type, but also for particular circu-
mstances. Air-conditioning, work at the computer, stress, lack of 
sleep affect skin condition. Treatments included in this group are 
tailored individually. They serve as a basis of everyday skin regene-
ration and are applied on the skin of the face, neck and décolleté.

face
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selvert thermal aquawear – 
intensive hydration

A comprehensive treatment which stimulates the skin’s own 
moisturizing mechanisms. It intercepts and keeps moisture on its 
surface and additionally, prevents evaporation and dehydration. It 
also influences an ideal shaping of epidermis. Working on the sur-
face and deep inside the skin, it maintains the balance of water and 
lipids in the hydrolipid film. After the treatment, the skin regains 
its glow and firmness.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 350  + cavitation peeling (addi-
tional 15 minutes of treatment) price: pln 400 

selvert thermal prorenew – 
regeneration with a snail mucus protein extract

Intensive repair treatment suitable for any skin type. Excellent 
regeneration, stimulation of cell proliferation, anti-bacterial 
protection, restoration of moisture balance, acceleration of healing 
processes. The treatment prevents formation of free radicals. It 
brings balance, nourishes the skin and makes it more elastic and 
firm.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 350  + cavitation peeling 
(additional 15 minutes of treatment) price: pln 400 

selvert thermal vitasperes c – 
treatment with vitamin C 

The treatment supplies the skin with vitamin C in its various 
forms, affecting the layer of dermis. It neutralizes free radicals and 
provides biological photo-protection against ultraviolet radiation. 
It also stimulates collagen and cell renewal. The skin regains its 
glow and radiance.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 350  + cavitation peeling (addi-
tional 15 minutes of treatment) price: pln 400 
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step iii: rejuvenation and shaping

Quadrille Spa presents a new effective concept of an anti-ageing 
fight: an innovative combination of a few compatible treatments 
which regenerate skin and restore its firmness, both visually and 
physically. We have chosen rejuvenating and lifting technologies 
and therapies which provide instant results, including smoothing 
of wrinkles, improvement of skin firmness and texture, as well as 
efficient shaping of the oval of the face. An expertly planned treat-
ment programme can become a successful alternative to aesthetic 
medicine. 

face
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selvert thermal peptide lift – 
peptide treatment 

An innovative treatment with a lifting effect. Peptides employed 
in this therapy stimulate rejuvenating mechanisms of the skin, 
restore its elasticity and natural firmness. A perfect symbiosis of 
anti-ageing substances leads to an immediate lifting effect and 
simultaneously moisturizes and brightens the skin.

duration: 75 minutes price: pln 450  + cavitation peeling (addi-
tional 15 minutes of treatment) price: pln 500 

thermolifting zaffiro – 
a scalpel-free lifting

A thermo-lifting treatment with employment of a deeply penetrat-
ing infrared radiation is a painless and efficient method of rejuve-
nation. Heating of lower skin layers makes collagen fibres regain 
their original form, whereas the skin instantly improves its density 
and firmness, and wrinkles disappear. Effects are visible right after 
the treatment. A single treatment is recommended for the 25-35 age 
group. In order to intensify and preserve the results, a series of 2-3 
treatments is recommended for mature skin.

face ¦ duration: 60 minutes price: pln 1000 *

face·neck·décolleté ¦ duration: 90 minutes price: pln 1600 *

surgen – 
shaping through microneedling

Short treatments which efficiently reduce skin ageing effects due 
to the employment of an innovative technology of hybrid energy, 
enabling wrinkle filling and achievement of a mini lifting effect. 
Microneedle radio wave with an electric impulse cause controlled 
micro damages which in turn stimulate the skin to initiate an 
enhanced healing process and production of the hyaluronic acid 
and elastin. After-treatment results include improved skin cohe-
sion, reduction of wrinkles, and a natural filling effect. This is a 
must-do in an anti-ageing therapy for mature skin.

face ¦ duration: 60 minutes price: pln 800 *

face·neck·décolleté ¦ duration: 90 minutes price: pln 1400 *

*A 15% discount is applied for a series of minimum 3 treatments.
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step iv: beauty crowning

Achieving a younger look, radiant skin and smoothed wrinkles 
takes more than single treatments. It is a result of a joint effort and 
a process in which we ourselves play the main role. 

Keeping that in mind, at Quadrille SPA we can prepare an indivi-
dual specialistic programme based on facial skin problems aimed 
at achieving maximum results: brightening, smoothing of wrink-
les, improvement of skin firmness, etc.

During a meeting with our therapists, you can personalize your 
programme and learn a few techniques of face massage to be used 
at home which will allow you to preserve the desired effect for 
a longer period of time. Our instructors will also tell you about 
anti-ageing dietary tips and help you choose the right type of care 
to be followed at home as a continuation of your therapy.

face
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rejuvenated eyes –
Zaffiro plus

A unique combination of a facial skin rejuvenation and an 
instant instensive smoothing of eye wrinkles. It is a rejuvenating 
treatment applied on the area around eyes which employs the 
Zaffiro thermo-lifting technology and the Selvert Thermal care 
treatment.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 700 

selvert thermal –
treatment for the area around eyes

The treatment eliminates signs of tiredness, shadows and 
‘bags’ under the eyes, congestion and mimic lines. It stimulates 
circulation and lymphatic activity. Regenerates and hydrates. 
It stimulates tissue repair, boosts skin resistance and activates 
collagen production. It substantially improves the look of the eye 
zone.

duration: 30 minutes price: pln 200  

eye framing – 
henna and shaping

Underlining and highlighting the beauty of your eyes.

duration: 20 minutes price: pln 50 
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step i: cleansing and detoxication

Skin is our largest organ. It is important to keep it neat and 
smooth. Moreover, it should be kept in good condition because it 
is the skin through which our body exchanges different substances 
with the environment. On the one hand, it expels toxins, metabolic 
waste and excess water, while on the other, it absorbs minerals and 
nutrients.

body
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give it a try! – 
Individual peeling in a steam sauna.

It is an ideal offer for those who would like to do a body peel them-
selves while using a steam sauna.

Guests can choose one of our original à la carte peeling mixes 
which are prepared in Quadrille SPA, based on the Atlantic salt and 
natural essential oils.

The SPA reception staff will assist you in selecting the most suit-
able peel, provide any necessary instructions and tell you about 
cyclic cleansing rituals.

price: pln 25 
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step ii: balance and repair

The skin protects our body from harmful external factors, whereas 
we should be particularly attentive to it. It is worth subjecting your 
skin to the most efficient rejuvenating, refreshing and regenera-
ting treatments mother nature has to offer, and to discover the 
beauty inside you, the one that comes from your inner balance and 
harmony. Whichever treatment you choose, it will be a real feast 
leading to a state of full relaxation and stress relief. Each of them 
will make your spirits rise.

body
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quadriile – 
your favourite massage

An original massage which was created for those who would like to 
free themselves of tension and bad posture. It combines tech-
niques of a classic massage and work on deep tissue and joints 
with characteristic long smooth movements of the Lomi Lomi 
massage and shiatsu massage inspired pressures which eliminate 
pain. It relaxes and restores balance between different groups 
of muscles, harmonizes emotions, stimulates blood circulation, 
metabolism and endorphins production. This is not a regular mas-
sage – it is a ceremony of touch for the body, mind and soul.

duration: 90 minutes price: pln 350  + peeling of the entire body 
(additional 30 minutes of treatment) price: pln 470 

Price of a massage for two: pln 650 

comfort zone tranquillity – 
deep relaxation and renewal for the face and body

A comprehensive ritual which brings full relaxation. It is a true 
relief for the body and soul due to a unique combination of essen-
tial oils. A nourishing milk bath and an extensive massage not only 
provide relaxation but also, thanks to the wonderful properties of 
oils and active substances, guarantee achievement of a velvety and 
silky skin after the treatment. A scent which accompanies the ritual 
will take you on an incredible journey to the land of essences and 
wonderful aromas.

duration: 90 minutes price: pln 380  + peeling of the entire body 
(additional 30 minutes of treatment) price: pln 500  

Price of a massage for two: pln 700 

comfort zone sacred nature – 
organic body care  

A ritual based on pure ecological ingredients granted with the 
prestigious Ecocert® certificate. It pampers senses, relaxes muscles 
and provides skin care. Cedar and jojoba notes introduce a natural 
scent to the treatment, and its nourishing and protective proper-
ties are suitable for any skin type, even the sensitive skin requiring 
special care. It is a real cocktail of youth which can become an 
inseparable element of a balanced lifestyle.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 350   
Price of a massage for two: pln 650 
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classic –
traditional does not mean banal

A classic massage of the entire body of two types, in which inten-
sity and pace of movements as well as selection of suitable lotions 
and aromatherapeutic oils depend on individual preferences and 
goals.

duration: 55 minutes price: pln 200  + peeling of the entire body 
(additional 30 minutes of treatment) price: pln 320  
Price of a massage for two: pln 400 

no problem! –
a short massage adjusted to your needs

A partial massage, ideal for a moment of relaxation. It is also rec-
ommended for those who experience discomfort in some areas of 
their body or fight cellulite. Our therapist can offer a partial back 
massage with elements of manual therapy, anti-stress head and 
nape massage, a relaxing leg and foot massage, leg and arm lym-
phatic drainage to eliminate swellings, an intensive anti-cellulite 
massage or a warming back massage.

duration: 25 minutes price: pln 120  
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step iii: shaping and regeneration 

A perfect offer for those who would like to lose a few inches, have 
a slimmer body, improve skin texture, get rid of toxins, fight 
cellulite or eliminate water retention. The below listed therapies 
concentrate on body shaping and improvement of skin texture. 
Spectacular effects can be achieved due to customized programmes 
composed of a few treatments. On their own, they can become an 
effective element of an individual anti-cellulite or slimming pro-
gramme which will start in Quadrille Spa from learning about new 
techniques and testing efficient active ingredients. 

body
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comfort zone body strategist cellulite – 
an anti-cellulite fight 

Due to a black pepper extract, draining and fat burning substances, 
this treatment has proved to be very effective in anti-cellulite ther-
apies, even in case of advanced stages. It is recommended during 
anti-cellulite programmes and as an independent treatment for 
reducing fatty tissue.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 350  

lpg endermologie –
A one-of-a-kind high-tech technique of a painless, non-invasive 
and efficient fight against signs of cellulite, of body shaping and 
improvement of skin texture. Endermologie is a type of a mechan-
ical massage which uses negative pressure. Special rolls used 
during the treatment stimulate venous and lymphatic circulation, 
expelling of toxins and releasing of fat, reactivate collagen and 
elastin production aimed at improvement of firmness and struc-
ture of the skin.

Achievement of satisfying results requires a certain number of rep-
etitions (10 to 20 treatments) and selection of the right treatment 
technique.

duration: 1 treatment × 40 minutes price: pln 150 

duration: 10 treatments × 40 minutes series of treatments 
price: pln 1300 

duration: 20  treatments × 40 minutes  series of treatments 
price: pln 2250 *

Treatment robe price: pln 100

*The price includes a treatment robe.

med 2 contour – 
slimming treatment of the 21st century 

Intensive and highly efficient non-invasive high-tech treatment 
facilitating slimming and shaping of chosen body areas with 
implementation of an ultrasound cavitation. It breaks down and 
melts fat cells which results in immediate and visible effect of cel-
lulite reduction. It also leads to reduction of local fat deposits and 
improvement of skin condition. The device destroys fat cells which 
makes the achieved effects permanent.

One chosen body area: 

arms ¦ buttocks duration: 75 minut, price: pln 650 * 
thighs ¦ belly  duration: 120 minut, price: pln 850 *
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zaffiro body – 
rejuvenation and improvement of skin texture

A spectacular non-invasive treatment which uses infrared radiation 
to improve elasticity, tension and general condition of the skin. An 
infrared light beam heats collagen fibres which regain their origi-
nal form, whereas the skin recovers its elasticity and tension. As a 
result, skin sagging is eliminated on the inside of arms, thighs and 
areas above knees, and also on bellies. Over a short period of time, 
the treatment restores skin firmness.

arms ¦ buttocks ¦ knees duration: 30 minutes price: pln 800 *

thighs ¦ belly duration: 60 minutes price: pln 1200 *

*A 15% discount is applied for a series of minimum 3 treatments. 

pro fit quadrille – 

Individual exercises with a personal trainer are the most efficient 
way to achieve desired effects. In Quadrille Spa, personal training 
is not only a session with an instructor – we have prepared sets 
of exercises for different parts of the body which can be provided 
to you in the form of instructions to be followed in the Quadrille 
fitness studio or at home.

An expertly prepared exercise scheme carried out before body 
shaping treatments, e.g. Endermologie, Zaffiro or Med 2 Contour, 
will considerably intensify a chosen therapy.

Training / instructional session duration: 60 min price: pln 150 *

*A 15% discount is applied for a series of minimum 10 training sessions
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step iv: beauty crowning

Neat hands and feet, smooth, depilated legs will increase your self-
confidence and satisfaction even on a less successful day. They will 
be perfect for a special occasion or any other day. Treat yourself to 
the final touch of beauty in our SPA!

body
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quadrille manicure –
A hand and nail care ritual composed of a traditional manicure 
and a peeling which makes the hand skin silky smooth.

duration: 60 minutes price: pln 90 *

quadrille men manicure –
duration: 45 minutes price: pln 70 

quadrille pedicure – 
A comprehensive foot care ritual combined with a mask and a 
peeling which makes the skin on the feet exceptionally soft and 
silky smooth.

duration: 90 minutes price: pln 150 *

pedicure men quadrille – 
duration: 75 minutes price: pln 130 

*A surcharge of PLN 30 is applied for the OPI (hybrid) gel color option. 

depilation
The Quadrille Spa philosophy is based on treatments perfectly 
tailored to individual needs as well as preferences concerning the 
type of care, ranging from high-tech treatments, traditional tech-
niques to therapies enabling contact with nature.

Thus, we offer a waxing depilation method which is still extremely 
popular. This quick and effective technique of depilation reduces 
time of everyday care and guarantees a smooth skin for a period of 
4 to 5 weeks.

However, if you expect a more permanent effect, we highly recom-
mend Vectus laser depilation. The best results are achieved after a 
series of 4 to 6 treatments which will allow you to get rid of body 
hair on permanent basis.
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laser vectus waxing

upper lip pln 150 pln 30 

chin pln 150 pln 30 

underarms pln 250 pln 40 

partial bikini pln 300 pln 60 

full bikini pln 400 pln 90 

arms pln 300 pln 50 

forearms pln 300 pln 50 

nape pln 300 pln 50 

back pln 400 pln 60 

chest pln 400 pln 60 

thighs pln 400 pln 60 

calves pln 300 pln 60 

entire legs pln 600 pln 110 

a°quadrille
water relaxation area
It is an ideal place to recharge your batteries, relax and regenerate away from everyday 
stress. Every day from 8:00 am till 10:00 pm, our Guests have a swimming pool, a Jacuzzi, 
dry and steam saunas, a cooling area with showers and ice, and a relaxation area by the 
pool with a sunny meadow at their disposal.
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gift inspiration
vouchers for your friends and family 
A soothing Quadrille Spa experience is a present which will most 
certainly appeal to everyone. This special gift can be given in a 
form of a voucher for a special treatment or an entire programme. 
We will be happy to assist you in choosing a perfect gift.
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a day at quadrille spa 
an efficient escape from everyday routine
We guarantee that a visit to our Spa will be a worthwhile experience. 
Here, all your sorrows will disappear in a dry Finnish sauna, while 
divine relaxation and cleansing of the skin will be brought by a steam 
sauna and a rejuvenating peeling. You will also be positively surprised 
while treating yourself to an ice rub and a refreshing shower.

We highly recommend using our indoor swimming pool and 
experiencing a delicate massage in a Jacuzzi. A moment of lounging 
on one of the sunbeds under a sunny meadow will make you feel 
exceptionally relaxed after treatments and will leave you hungry for 
more.

If you are longing for some physical activity, we recommend that you 
should visit our mini cardio gym where, in a private atmosphere, you 
will be able to conduct a circuit training, strengthen your muscles or 
burn some fat. Our instructors will be happy to assist you and prepare 
an effective set of exercises during a personal training session.

Relaxation for all senses!
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day spa package 
It is a possibility of using our a*quadrille area as specified above on 
a chosen day (with no time limit). For a maximum comfort, for this 
day we will provide you with a towel and a soft dressing gown.

Price per person pln 70 *

10 entrances price: pln 600 

20 entrances price: pln 1050 

Note: Hotel guests and Day Spa guests carrying out QUADRILLE 
treatment programmes (for a minimum amount of PLN 150) have 
an unlimited access to the a*quadrille area on the day of their stay / 
treatments which is included in the price of the stay / programme.

*Due to a limited capacity and in order to provide our Guests 
with comfortable conditions for their relaxation, the number of 
DAY SPA entrances on a given day is limited, therefore we highly 
recommend making a prior booking.



opening hours

spa area: 10:00 am – 08:00 pm daily,
a°quadrille area: 08:00 am – 10:00 pm daily

bookings

We kindly advise you to book your treatments in advance to enjoy 
them at the time which suits you best. We also recommend that 
you contact the SPA reception beforehand to let our specialists 
assist you in choosing treatments tailored to your individual needs. 
To ensure your comfort, we recommend that you should arrive at 
the Spa lobby area at least 10 minutes before the scheduled treat-
ment. In case of late arrival, the duration of your treatment can be 
shortened with no price reduction possible.

All Guests of Quadrille SPA can use the parking area free of charge.

To make a booking, please contact the Spa reception:

tel. +48 58 351 03 20 or an extension number dialled from your 
hotel room: 320

email: spa@quadrille.pl

www: spa.quadrille.pl


